
Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: promise
Add the word promise to these sentences.

I                    that I will do my best.

“Do you                   ?” asked Jessie.

Don’t make a                    that  
you can’t keep.

He showed great                    in class.

Trace the word promise. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the  
word promise. 

 
 
 

Write your own sentence containing the word promise.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word promise. 
 

           promiss prommise                     promis

Write the syllables of the word 
promise inside the hands.

Finish off the word promise.

 
Now write the full word.

Which of these words can mean  
the same as promise?

vow        vote        vex       valid

promise

Which word class does the word 
promise belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

promise
promise

                           

pro         

             e

           ise

p             
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Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: purpose
Add the word purpose to these sentences.

The                    of the meeting  
will become clear.

“Did you do it on                   ?”

What is the                    of this item?

She had a new sense of                   .

Trace the word purpose. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the  
word purpose. 

 
 
 

Write your own sentence containing the word purpose.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word purpose. 
 

perpose                    purpuss                    pirpuse

Write the syllables of the word 
purpose inside the hands.

Finish off the word purpose.

 
Now write the full word.

Which of these words can mean  
the same as purpose?

raise     rotate     reason     rounded

purpose

Which word classes does the word 
purpose belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

purpose
purpose

                           

pur         

             e

           ose

p             
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Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: quarter
Add the word quarter to these sentences.

I ate a                      of  
the chocolate cake.

“Would you like a                     ?” I asked.

Can you                      the apple?

I left school at                      past three.

Trace the word quarter. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the  
word quarter. 

 
 
 

Write your own sentence containing the word quarter.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word quarter. 
 

quorter                    kwarter                    quartur

Write the syllables of the word 
quarter inside the hands.

Finish off the word quarter.

 
Now write the full word.

 
Write another word that you can make 
out of the letters in the word quarter?

  

quarter

Which word class does the word 
quarter belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

quarter
quarter

                           

quar         

             r

           ter

q             
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Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: question
Add the word question to these sentences. 

 
I asked an important                   .

“Did this answer your                   ?” 

Do not                    what you are told.

Her loyalty is beyond                   .

Trace the word question. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the  
word question. 

 
 
 

Write your own sentence containing the word question.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word question. 
 

questiun                    kwestion                    questyun

Write the syllables of the word 
question inside the hands.

Finish off the word question.

 
Now write the full word.

 
Which of these words can mean the  

same as question?

employ escort enquire enliven 

question

Which word classes does the word 
question belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

question
question

                               

ques         

             n

           tion

q             
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Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: recent
Add the word recent to these sentences. 

I made a                    trip to France.

“Is this newspaper                 ?” asked Wu. 

Do you have any                    examples?

This is a                    photo of Samir.

Trace the word recent. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the  
word recent. 

 
 
 

Write your own sentence containing the word recent.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word recent. 
 

resent                    resunt                    recant

Write the syllables of the word 
recent inside the hands.

Finish off the word recent.

 
Now write the full word.

 
Write another word that you can make 
out of the letters in the word recent?

  

recent

Which word class does the word 
recent belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

recent
recent

                       

rec         

             t

           ent

r             
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